
HMB Rules and Regulations
Greaves

typical set 1350-1430
Allowed types of shins:
-Plate one-panel
-Plate 1.5 - panels
-Plate 2 - panels/cased
-Plate 3 - panels
-Brigandine
-Splint



HMB Rules and Regulations
Greaves

typical set 1350-1430
- Must have the historical source
- Must have anatomic form
- Must not be too short
- Must have a curve at the bottom part
- Must protect malleolus bone



Plate one-panel
- Hits to the unprotected calf 

from the back are allowed. We 
do not recommend this type 
of shin protection for buhurt!



Plate 1.5 panel

- May be used with armor from the 
beginning of 15th century.

Hits to the unprotected calf from the 
back are allowed. We do not 
recommend this type of shin 

protection for buhurt!



Plate 2-panel/cased



Plate 3-panel

- Must match anatomical shape of shin
- Must have smooth transitions between panels
- All segments of the greaves should not be 
straight and must be shaped according to 
position



Splints
-Splint greave must be with proper armor set 
and be in the same style with cuisse (thigh)

Following combinations are allowed: 
- Splint greave + Splint cuisse (thigh), 
- Splint greave + Brigandine cuisse (thigh)

Splint greave cannot be in pair with plate 
cuisse(thigh).

Splint greave cannot have straight plates.



Brigandine Greaves
-Brigandine greave must be with proper armor 
set and be in the same style with cuisse 
(thighs).

Following combinations are allowed: 
- Brigandine greave + Splint cuisse (thigh), 
- Brigandine greave + Brigandine cuisse (thigh)

Brigandine greave cannot be in pair with plate 
cuisse (thigh).

Brigandine greave cannot have straight plates.



Common mistakes
-Fantasy

-Non-anatomical

-Straight plates

-Shins from different ages/regions



All shin armor from the middle of 15th century to 17th century from Turkey, 
China, Japan, India... must pass AC check with full matching armor and 
weapon together.



Greaves for Eastern Armor

-Recommended to use:

● Plate greaves

● 3 segment greaves with chainmail parts
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